Accessible CAPTCHAs use audio: [https://captcha.com/accessibility/captcha-accessibility-criteria.html#audio_captcha_accessibility](https://captcha.com/accessibility/captcha-accessibility-criteria.html#audio_captcha_accessibility)

For example Google's reCAPTCHA: [https://www.google.com/recaptcha/api2/demo](https://www.google.com/recaptcha/api2/demo).

Captive portals might have CAPTCHAs on them.

**Related issues:**
- Related to Tails - Feature #12213: Wayland in Tails 5.0 (Bullseye)
Wouldn't pretty much any resource that uses audio for it's modality become inaccessible if there's no transcript?

That's true.

The only use case for which we support the Unsafe Browser is: logging into a captive portal.
Are there other resources that use audio, in captive portals, than CAPTCHAs?